





Longtime Bennington activist Steve Chase died November 2, 1999 of
pulmonary disease.
At the time of his death, he was the Chairman of the Cemetery Trustees and
Chairman of the Solid Waste Management Committee. He has previously
served as Bennington's Police Chief and, for thirteen years, was an auxiliary
State Trooper.






















Planning Board Warrant Article #2
(Excavation Special Use Permit)
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Report, 1998 Town Meeting
Selectmen's Report
Statement of Appropriations, Taxes Assessed & Tax Rate
Statement of Expenditures
Statement of Receipts
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Appointed by the Selectmen
Stephen Chase Jr. (Deceased) Phil Germain













































































































Mark Chase, First Deputy

























The State ofNew Hampshire
To the inhabitants of the Town of Bennington in the County of Hillsborough in said State,
qualified to vote: You are hereby notified to meet at the Pierce School on Tuesday, the
eighth of February, next at seven o'clock in the evening, and then at the Fire Station on
Tuesday, the fourteenth day of March, next at eight o'clock in the forenoon, to act upon the
following subjects:
Note: The casting of absentee ballots will begin at 1 p.m. The polls will close at 7 p.m.
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
2. Shall the Town vote to accept funds, contributed in trust, to underwrite the cost of operating
and maintaining the Police Department and acquiring personal property therefore, and to
appoint the Board of Selectmen, in cooperation with the Police Chief, to expend money from
said fund?
3. Shall the Town vote to authorize the Treasurer and other municipal officials, in accordance
with RSA 80:52-c, to accept payment of local taxes, charges generated by sale of utility
services or other fees by use of a credit card (any municipality adopting this ordinance must
add to the amount due a service charge for the acceptance of the card)?
4. Shall the Town raise and appropriate as an operating budget, not including appropriations by
special articles, the amounts set forth on the budget posted with the warrant, and other
appropriations voted separately, for the purposes set forth therein, totaling eight hundred
twenty-four thousand four hundred twenty-eight dollars ($824,428)? Should this article be
defeated, the operating budget shall be seven hundred eighty-four thousand seven hundred
forty-seven dollars ($784,747), exclusive of special articles, which is the same as last year,
with certain adjustments required by previous action of the Town or by law or the governing
body may hold one Special Meeting, in accordance with RSA 40: 13 X and XVI, to take up
the issue of a revised operating budget only?
NOTE: This warrant article (operating budget) does not include appropriations in any other
warrant article.
5. Shall the Town raise and appropriate the sum of nine thousand dollars ($9,000.00) for the
purpose of replacing the present water line on Starrett Road?
6. Shall the Town raise and appropriate the sum of seventeen thousand thirty-three dollars
($17,033.00) for the purpose converting its present municipal street lights to high pressure
sodium illumination?
7. Shall the Town raise and appropriate the sum of four thousand eight hundred seventy-five
dollars ($4,875.00) for the purpose of survey work and gravestone repairs at Evergreen
Cemetery?
Shall the Town raise and appropriate the sum of nine thousand dollars ($9,000.00) for
the purpose of converting two sheds at the Transfer Station into year-round storage structures
for use by the Recreation Commission and other Departments?
9. Shall the Town raise and appropriate the sum of four hundred fifty dollars ($450.00) as its
share of year 2000 programming for Project LIFT (Fuller Public Library, Hillsboro) which
provides literacy services and materials to Bennington residents over 16 years of age?
10. Shall the Town raise and appropriate the sum of six thousand six hundred dollars
($6,600.00) for the purpose of replacing guardrails along the river side of Old Antrim Road?
11. Shall the Town raise and appropriate the sum oftwelve thousand eight hundred dollars
($12,800.00) for the purpose of road construction along a section of West Deering Road,
moving the roadbed easterly about twenty feet, away from the riverbank, over a distance of
approximately four hundred feet?
12. Shall the Town raise and appropriate the sum of five thousand dollars ($5,000.00) for the
purchase of extrication equipment (power pack, cutting tools) for use by the Fire
Department/Rescue Squad?
13. Shall the Town create a Capital Reserve Fund to be known as the "Bridge Replacement
Fund" for the purpose of replacing the Depot Street/North Bennington Road Bridge over the
Contoocook River and shall it raise and appropriate the sum of thirteen thousand dollars
($13,000.00) representing approximately one-half of the Town's share of the cost involved,
the local expense to be shared with Antrim?
14. Shall the Town raise and appropriate the sum of twelve thousand five hundred dollars
($12,500.00) to be added to the Police Cruiser Capital Reserve Fund and shall the Town
designate the Board of Selectmen as agents to expend up to twenty-three thousand dollars
($23,000.00) for purchase of a 2000 replacement cruiser?
15. Shall the Town raise and appropriate the sum of seven thousand dollars ($7,000.00) to be
added to the Water Department Capital Reserve Fund and designate the Board of Selectmen
as agents to expend up to four thousand dollars ($4,000.00) for the replacement of water
meters?
16. Shall the Town raise and appropriate the sum of thirty-five thousand dollars ($35,000.00) to
be added to the Town Buildings Expendable Trust Fund and to designate the Selectmen as
agents to expend up to forty-five thousand dollars ($45,000.00) from that Fund to replace the
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17. Shall the Town raise and appropriate the sum of fifteen thousand dollars ($1 5,000.00),
to be added to the Fire Truck Capital Reserve Fund?
18. Shall the Town raise and appropriate the sum of three thousand dollars ($3,000.00), to
be added to the Forest Fire Truck Capital Reserve Fund?
19. Shall the Town raise and appropriate the sum of three thousand dollars ($3,000.00), to be
added to the Rescue Van Capital Reserve Fund?
20. Shall the Town raise and appropriate the sum of three thousand dollars ($3,000.00), to be
added to the Sewer Department Capital Reserve Fund?
21. Shall the Town raise and appropriate the sum of fifteen thousand dollars ($15,000.00), to
be added to the Highway Truck Capital Reserve Fund?
22. Shall the Town raise and appropriate the sum of fifteen thousand dollars ($15,000.00) to be
added to the Highway Equipment Capital Reserve Fund?
23. Shall the Town raise and appropriate the sum of five thousand dollars ($5,000.00) to be
added to the Library Capital Reserve Fund ?
24. Shall the Town raise and appropriate the sum ofone thousand dollars ($1,000.00), to be
added to the Mower Capital Reserve Fund?
25. Shall the Town raise and appropriate the sum of five thousand dollars ($5,000.00), to be
added to the Bridge Expendable Trust Fund?
Given under our hands and seal this thirty-first day of January, in the year of our Lord two
thousand.




A true copy of Warrant - Attest
Philip R. Germain
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SELECTMEN'S MESSAGE - 1999
Strange as it may seem, a valid assessment of Bennington civic affairs in 1999 must lead off - not with
decisions reached at the Town Hall - but with those put together, shapeless and patchworked, in the State
Legislature. For the third straight year, Bennington citizens watched the General Court as it agonized to
satisfy the judges, the State's wealthy communities; its poorer communities; the education establishment and
a dozen other political forces in determining who pays what to educate our young people.
The final answer is yet to come. The action taken, a last-ditch effort to avoid classroom crisis, will support
the towns and cities through another year, but it is far from settled.
As for Bennington, it has meant a reduced 1999 tax bill. And that is as much as we can say with assurance.
The 1999 tax bills as least recognize the disparity in school taxation between the State's property-rich and
property-poor communities. Whether that situation holds; is further increased or ends up compromised is yet
to be determined.
Citizen input is requested. Those of you with thoughts on any aspect of the issue are urged to contact our
elected officials.
The Selectmen would like to direct voter attention to a limited number of other concerns on which you will
have an opportunity to take action March 14.
First, we were instructed by taxpayer action in 1 998 to develop a plan for maintenance/restoration of the
Town Hall. A select Committee, headed by Phil Germain, has put many hours of deliberation into that
assignment. They have explored all options suggested and emerged with a five-year, flexible plan which
includes, by priority, roof repair, exterior sheathing, parking and landscaping. The Bennington Town Hall is
of historical significance. It has been recognized nationally as the oldest combined School/Town Hall still in
use. Over the years, we have done little to maintain it, beyond band aid-type actions. As a result, we now
face substantial one-time costs to keep it serviceable.
An immediate example is before us. The roof leaks. Slate is falling from it - a threat to life. Action is
mandatory. It is our hope that voters respect their building for what it is and will join us in what is a civic
investment - and the costs are significant - to get ahead with the immediate repair of the roof this spring and,
on some schedule agreeable to the taxpayers, the other elements of the Plan.
A second project to which we appeal for your consideration is the replacement of the bridge now connecting
Antrim's Depot Street and North Bennington Road. The Towns of Antrim and Bennington share the
mandated responsibility for upkeep of that span. The State Department of Transportation inspects all Town
bridges biannually. In their most recent visit, this bridge was determined to be in need of help. At the
moment, State Bridge Aid funding is available to pay 80% of the $265,000 needed to replace it. That means
that a $26,500 commitment from each town can result in a new bridge over what is already a busy roadway,
bound to be used even more in the next century.
State Bridge Aid funding is not assured in the future. We feel the commitment is sound fiscal planning. We
hope you share that position.
Lastly, although the financial outlay is not comparable, the Board has recognized the need to protect West
Deering Road where it meets the Contoocook River from further erosion of its shoulders. The river has
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slowly cut away the banking support in three or more spots over a four hundred foot distance. A
combination of bank reinforcement and relocation of the highway is proposed. We hope we can count on the
cooperation of those neighbors most affected by such action - and the community at large.
In a similar vein, public safety is also the major consideration in the request for a $6,600.00 appropriation to
replace the inadequate guardrails on Old .Antrim Road. At that section in question the roadway is narrowed,
on a slope and close to the steep riverbank. New guardrails are needed.
We've mentioned earlier that the remedial action suggested for the Town Hall roof is generated from years
of what we characterize as benign neglect. During the past several months, we have faced up to a
comparable set of circumstances in respect to our roadways. Bennington's older thoroughfares consist of
little more than the compaction, graveling and tarring of former cowpaths. They have no base designed to
cope with heavy vehicles, the upward movement of rocks, frost heaves and their worst enemy - freezing
water. As a result they are in almost constant need of repair.
We recognize the need, in many parts of Town, for rebuilding of road bases, a frighteningly expensive
proposition but one which, over the decades, will actually save tax dollars. It was with this in mind that the
Selectmen contracted for the Inventory and Assessment of Road Surfaces by the UNH Technology Transfer
Center in 1997. That Study reviewed the status of every Bennington roadway; prioritized maintenance
needs on 34 different roads and sections of roads and recommended a road maintenance strategy for each.
Your Selectmen see the need for and are vigorously exploring the step beyond the Study. We hope to look at
what it would require, beginning with counsel from professionals in the field to develop a long-range plan
for not simply maintaining road surfaces but for piecemeal replacement of those which need to be torn out
and rebuilt. The cost of such an enterprise may be prohibitive. We feel compelled to determine what those
costs will be, however, and to share them with you. We are convinced that no long-range solution will
simply "happen". We need to accumulate sound information and, from that, develop a plan.
We hope you share this philosophy.
No 1999 report can be closed without mention of the August Old Home Days anniversary celebration. The
fireworks were spectacular; the planning was excellent and we thank all of the folks who put the weekend
together for a great piece of work.
A further look into the millennium ... It starts with new ownership of the Francestown side of Crotched
Mountain. The implications of this recent sale are, as yet, unclear. We may face difficult decisions. It is our
unanimous and declared intent to make this an open process. We will keep the taxpayers of Bennington
informed as these decisions are reached and involve you in those decisions when feasible.
We close with a request that gets more critical by the year. Bennington's Boards, Committees and
Commissions need your help! There are openings on almost all of them. We urge you to get in touch with
the folks at the Town Hall (588-2189) and volunteer your services. You are needed.
James Geary





STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DPVISION
P.O. BOX 487, CONCORD, NH 03302-0487
(603)271-3397
BUDGET OF THE TOWN/CITY
OF: r.-.-jiTLinaton, Mew Hampshire
Appropriations anJ Estimate* of Revenue for tke Fnsiiing Year January 1, 2000 to December 31,2000
or Fiscal Year From to
IMPORTANT;
Please read RSA 32:5 applicable to all municipalities.
1. Use this form to list the entire budget in the appropriate recommended and not recommended area. This
means the operating budget and all special and individual warrant articles must be posted.
2. Hold at least one public hearing on this budget.
3. When completed, a copy or the budget must be posted with the warrant. Another copy must be placed on
rile wrth the town clerk, and a copv sent to the Department or Revenue Administration at the above address.
DATE: January 26, 2000
GOVERNING BODY (SELECTMEN)
Please sign in ink.
UDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE TOWN WARRANT
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Budget - Town/City of Bennington 2000
1
Budget - Town/City of Bamiagtai FY ?nnn MS-6
-
PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS WARR.
Acct# (RSA 32:3,V) ART.*
Appropriation]
Prior Year As
Approved by DRAAppr I
Actual APPROPRIATIONS APPROPRIATIONS
Expenditures ENSUING FY ENSUING FY
Prior Ye«r (RECOMMENDED) (NOT RECOMMENDED!
SANITATION cont. xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
l4326-4329l8o»aqo Coll. 4 Dlapoaal * Oth«rczr 29500 22fi2fi nnnn
WATER DISTRIBUTION 6 TREATMENT
ludget - Town/City of Bennington FY 2000
Appropriations
PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS WARR. Prior Year Ai
Acctfl (RSA 32:3.V) ART.* Approved by DRA
Actnal APPROPRIATIONS APPROPRIATIONS
Expenditures ENSUING FV ENSUING FY
Prior Year (RECOMMENDED) (NOT RECOMMENDED)
9K>thar
DEBT SERVICE «mt. xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
Daht Sarvica




Special warrant article* ara defined In USA 32:3,VI, aa appropriations 1) in petitioned warrant articlea; 2) appropriations
ralaed by bond* or notea; 3) appropriation to a eeparata fund created pursuant to law, each as capital reaerve funds or
truat funda; 4) an appropriation designated on the warrant aa a apodal article or aa a nonlapeing or nontransferable
article.
1
Budget - Town/City of Bennington 2000
























STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION
P.O. BOX 487, CONCORD, NH 03302-0487
(603)271-3397
INSTRUCTIONS FOR FORM MS-6
BUDGET OF THE TOWN
Pages 1 . 5 APPROPRIATIONS
RSA 32:5 requires this budget be prepared on a "gross" basis, snowing all revenues and
appropriations. The "Warr. Art. #" column 3 is for the related warrant article numbers for the
ensuing year's budget. Complete column 4, entitled "Appropriations Prior Year As Approved
by DRA". In column 5 enter tne prior year's actual expenditures. If tne fiscal year is July-
June, enter tne actual expenditures ror the most recently completed fiscal year. In column
6, enter tne selectmen's recommended budget ror tne coming year and use column 7 ror
those appropriations not recommended.
SPECIAL AND INDIVIDUAL WARRANT ARTICLES
RSA 32:5 requires all appropriations be listed on tne posted form in the appropriate
recommended or not recommended area. This means tne operating budget and all special and
individual warrant articles must be posted. At your suggestion, we nave redesigned tne budget
form to make compliance easier. Page 5 provides an area for you to list special and individual
warrant articles (also see tne section on page 7 summarizing all recommended appropriations).
Pages 6 - 7 REVENUES
Insert last year's estimated and actual revenue in columns 4 & 5. Enter this year's estimate or
revenue in the "Estimated Revenue", column 6. Tne "Warr. Art. #", column 3, is for tne
related warrant article, if any.
POSTING AND REPORT DISTRIBUTION
A hearing must be held on the budget and a signed copy of this budget must be posted with the warrant
Send a signed copy to tne Commissioner of Revenue Administration at our new address above
within 20 days after tne meeting.
This form is computerized . Send us your blank disk & a self-addressed, stamped
mailer tor a copy or tne spreadsheet.
20
Vachon, Clukay & Co., pc
Certified Public Accountants
45 Market Street




Town of Bennington, New Hampshire
We have compiled the financial statements of the Town of Bennington, New Hampshire for the
year ended December 31, 1999 included in the accompanying Form F-65 (MS-5), in accordance with
Statements on Standards for Accounting and Review Services issued by the American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants.
Our compilation was limited to presenting in the form prescribed by the New Hampshire
Department of Revenue Administration, information that is the representation of Town Officials. We
have not audited or reviewed the financial statements referred to above and, accordingly, do not express
an opinion or any other form of assurance on them.
The financial report, Form F-65 (MS-5), is presented in accordance with the requirements of the
New Hampshire Department of Revenue Administration which differ from generally accepted
accounting principles. Accordingly, these financial statements are not designed for those who are not
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| GENERAL FUND (Continued)
Parti | GENERAL FUND (Continued)
Pan'.
| GENERAL FUND (Continued)
Partf ] GENERAL FUND (Continued)
Parti
] GENERAL FUND (Continued)
Pasii \ GENERAL FUND (Continued)
B. EXPENDITURES - Modified Accrual (Continued)
18. Payments to other governments














b. Taxes assessed for precincts/village districts 4932
c. Taxes assessed for school districts 4933 908,334
d. Payments to other governments 4939
TOTAL $ 1,010,849
19. TOTAL EXPENDITURES $ 1,889,853 7,756
20. TOTAL FUND EQUITY (End of year)
(Should equal line B2f, column c, on page 9 and
line 13 on page 3, less line 19 above) 167.905
21. TOTAL OF LINES 19 AND 20
(Shoylciequanin^^ryyacj^^ $ 2.057.758
PsfiW
This area may be used to provide the detail requested whenever "Explain" or "Specify"








Page 8 FORM F-65 (MM) (7-748)
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This page may be used to provide the detail requested whenever "Explain" or "Specify" is found. If
additional space is needed, please add extra pages using the following format. Please show the



























| SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION WORKSHEET
The data requested below should be Included in parts l-IV. By supplying this information you will
not be asked to complete Census Bureau forms F21 or F22.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION WORKSHEET (Continued)
D. SALARIES AND WAGES
Report here the total salaries and wages paid to all employees of your city before
deductions for social security, retirement, etc. Include also salaries and wages paid to
employees of any utility owned and operated by your government, as well as salaries and




E. CASH AND INVESTMENTS HELD AT END OF FISCAL YEAR
Report separately for each of the three types of funds listed below, the total amount of cash on hand and on
deposit and investments in Federal Government, Federal agency, State and local government, and
non-governmental securities. Report all investments at par value. Include in the sinking fund total any mortgages
and notes receivable held as offsets to housing and industrial financing loans. Exclude accounts receivable, value
of real property, and all non-security assets.
Type of fund
(a)
Amount at end of fiscal year
Omit cents
£1
Bond funds - Unexpended proceeds from sale of bond issues held
pending disbursement
All other funds except employee retirement funds $706.617
CENSUS USE ONLY
CERTIFICATION
This is to certify that the information contained in this report was taken from
official records and is complete to the best of our knowledge and belief.
Signatures of a majority of the governing body:
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
Three copies of this report are sent to each municipality Selectmen, treasurer and tax collector are
expected to cooperate in making out this report. When completed, one copy should be returned to
the Department of Revenue Administration and one copy should be placed in your municipal
records. The third copy is for use in preparing the annual printed report for the voters.
Please be sure you have completed Part IX, items A-E.
WHEN TO FILE: (R.S.A. 21 -J)
WHERE TO FILE
* For cities/towns reporting on a calendar year basis, this
report must be filed on or before April 1
.
* For cities/towns reporting on an optional fiscal year basis
(year ending June 30),
this report must be filed on or before
September 1
.
Department of Revenue Administration
State of New Hampshire
Municipal Services Division
PO Box 11 22
Concord, NH 03302-1122
FORM F-65 (MS-5) (7-7-98) Page 19
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REVISED 1998
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICD7AL SERVICES DIVISION





DATE OF MEETING: Mamh q. 1999
Town/City Of : Bennington County: Hillsborough
Mailing Address: 7 School St.. #101
Bennington, NH 03442
Phone #: 588-2189 Fax #: 588-8005 E-Mail:
CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATIONS VOTED
(To Be Completed After Annual or Special Meeting)
This is to certify that the information contained in this form, appropriations actually voted hy the town/city
meeting, was taken from official records and is complete to the best or our knowledge and belief.
GOVERNING FODY (SELECTMEN)
Please sign m ink.
Penalty: Failure to file within 20 days after each meeting at which appropriations were voted may
result in a $5.00 per day penalty for each day's delay (RSA 21-J:36).
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Department of Revenue Adminhtr,
GENERAL GOVERNMENT xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4130-4139 txacutl -25. 71?1fi
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Financial AaaUnlatratlon " 1"«
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Department of Revenue Administration





Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1999
GENERAL ACCOUNT
Beginning Balance, January 1, 1999 $ 363,498.33
Receipts 2,258,890.82
Disbursements (2,304,495.22)
Ending Balance, December 3 1 , 1 999 $ 3 1 7,893 .93
CONSERVATION FUND
Beginning Balance, January 1, 1999 $ 4,018.60
Interest Earned to December 3 1 , 1 999 89.62
Ending Balance, December 3 1 , 1 999 $ 4, 1 08.22
HAZARDOUS WASTE COLLECTION
Beginning Balance, January 1, 1999 $ 1,245.81
Interest Earned to December 3 1 , 1 999 27.78




Town Clerk's Revenue Report
Fiscal Year Ended December 31. 1999
Motor Vehicle Registrations
MS-
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE






SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
CITY/TOWNOF^ EN HTTi.snoRouca COUNTY
TELEPHONE * (603)588-2189
CERTIFICATE
This !• to caxtxfy chit th> mforxiUoo ccctxiMd Is this noon »ei takaa !roa offlei s r»ccrii tad : cox J.ac t u Lae but of on
kaoaladga sad ballast. UA 21-J.34
Data September 29. 1999
111mm liox la lak)
REPORTS REQUIRED- RSA 2 1-J .34. si smcaced. provides for cernfKaooe of »
Adtsjaunstion may require upon forms prescribed far thftt purpose
Ream dsa compiesed Stensnarj Iiii i rssri form id Use Dept of Rtvessse aa— nrmna P O Btm *V. Coscora. HH 03302-04T7 by S i
l
a sji I i i i IB.
You any duphessr Put 6 far est* dnma waost viIsbiihii oiflcn 6— »e To—yOty ilium okasc scar aa assae of aa scene a ae mo of escs Psar. i yoiocc Tsasa yes.
PENALTY: FAILURE TO FILE BY SEPTEMBER 1st MAY RESULT IN S5.00 PER DAY PENALTY
FOR EACH DAY'S DELAY. (RSA21-J:36)
NOTE: PLEASE REMEMBER TO COMPLETE INFORMATION ON PAGE 3, 4. AND 5 (.ALSO




J«™ of Municipality: - EfflNINffTON
Name of Munic
BENNINGTON
TAX INCREMENT FINANCING DISTRICTS
MS-1
1
Does your community havt one or more lai incrcmcnl finincm£ districts?
(RSA I62-K)
What year were tbey bonded? <
What is the final year of bonding? '
LIST REVENUES RECEIVED FROM PAYMENTS IN LIEU OF TAXES
The amounts listed in this section should not be included in assessed valuation
column on page 2.

DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
Municipal Services Division









SUMMARY OF TAX LIEN ACCOUNTS
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1999
Unredeemed Liens January 1 , 1 999
Liens Executed 1999
Interest & Costs Collected
After Lien Execution













TOTAL DEBITS $95,644.33 $83,286.29 $103,492.13 $28,835.99
REMITTANCE TO TREASURER
Redemptions
Interest & Costs After Lien Execution
Abatement of Unredeemed Taxes












A list of unpaid accounts is available for public inspection,





WATER & SEWER FINANCIAL REPORT
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1999
Unpaid Balance January 1, 1999 $6,144.43
Charges:
THE TOWN'S OWN MURAL
Quietly; and sporadically since, 1997, michael dionne, brushes
and paints in hand, has been at work on the west
wall of the police department's outer office; creating in
color his vision of bennington's downtown*. the mural was
completed this fall. you can see it in black and white, here,
but if you want to get a better look, drop in when the office
IS OPEN.
WE HOPE YOU SHARE OUR PLEASURE IN MIKE'S WORK.
<*Z3t .Uti&;i
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS
Fiscal Year Ended December 3 1, 1999
LOCAL TAXES FOR CURRENT YEAR
4E FROM DEPARTMENTS
STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1999
EXECUTIVE OFFICE





BRIDGE MAINTENANCE TRUST FUND $ 5,000.00 $ 5,000.00
1999 WARRANT ARTICLES
Dodge Hill Water Line Replacement $ 6,458.52
Replace Fire Department Air Packs 5,997.79
Landfill Post-Closure Costs 5,53 1.11
Police Department Portable Radios 1 ,758.00
Fence Construction 3,300.00
Town Buildings Trust Fund 10,000.00
Total 1999 Warrant Articles $ 33,045.42
EDWARD E. FRENCH SCHOLARSHIP $ 500.00 $ 500.00
TAXES PAID TO HILLSBORO COUNTY $ 102,515.00 $ 102,515.00
TUITION PAID TO CONVAL SCHOOLS $1,046,110.00 $l r046. 110.00






Blanchard, Matt D. $1,709.94
Bond, Dawn A. $11 ,658. 1
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Campbell, C. Stephen $42,172.97
Cawley, Jennifer L. $2,095.25
Champagne-Patten, Angela $1,280.00
Chase, Mark S. $300.00
Chase, Michael $139.05
Chatel Jr., Louis R. $2,259.14
Cleary, James W. $750.00
Clow, Gail $39.00
Collemacine, Dominic $400.00
Cook, Michael C. $10,969.50
Cronin III, John J. $750.00
Dodge, James $20.00
Fleischer, Christine A. $73.92
Foote Sr., Lester $1 1 ,948.38
French, Denise $31,202.35
French, John R. $186.00
Germain, Philip $750.00
Germain, Valerie A. $8, 1 92.27
Goodwin, Patricia C. $92.70
Heinzman Jr., Chester D. $750.00
Huntley, Athlon S. $120.00
Huntley, Barbara A. $2,348.00
Johnson, Roy J. $216.00
Kullgren, Ronald L. $27,794.36
MacGregor, Leslie $19,492.97
Marcellino, Philip M. $6,969.41
Miner, Joyce L. $750.00
McKenney, Darlene L. $135.00
Osienski, Linda J. $39.00
Ozkan, Osman A. $738.47
Parker Sr., Donald G. $978.75
Perry, Adam M. 4599.45
Putnam, Melissa A. $5,657.64
Reid, William B. $32,875.47
Roberts, Priscilla L. $855.1
1
Rochford, David P. $188.00
Rosi, Matthew W. $5,076.94
St. Cyr, Tyler $722.50
Turner, Victoria $135.00
Warren, Carroll $1,172.50
Wilk, Deborah P. $39.00
Wilson, Allan D. $300.00
Zabriskie, Michael A. $716.00




Approved 1999 Operating Budget $81 1 ,622
Description
Executive Office $71,218














Highway & Streets $62,800
Bridge Maintenance $1,000
Street Lighting $12,650
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The GEP. Dodge Library continues to grown and provide increased services and
technology to Bennington's patrons. This summer, NH Job Works along with
CompUSA, donated public access computers to libraries throughout NH, and we were
one of the gifted libraries. Bennington residents can now access NH Job Works, write a
resume, pick-up e-mail and surf the Internet from the Library. The computer is available
during all open hours except Sundays.
Former Bennington resident Ruth Brown continues to be generous with her time,
knowledge and donation of computer hardware and software. Through her generosity
Bennington residents have been given opportunities to join the rest of the modern world
and the 21rst century. Ruth has made herself available Thursday afternoons to tutor
anyone in the art of "surfing".
Other services provided to library patrons are FAX & photocopying, inter-library loan,
IRS forms, community announcements, and ongoing book sale, free magazines, tourist
brochures, children's story times, & craft projects, adult programs, delivery to shut-ins,
and renewals, reserves and requests by phone and e-mail. (dodgelibrary(g).conknet.com!
Our collection includes books, videos, CDs, books-on-tape, periodicals and magazines.
Once again we had a tremendously successful summer reading program. Debi Belcher
and Linda Osienski favored us with their talents and again provided the artwork as well
as the very handsome "Babe the Blue Ox" as our program's mascot. 105 readers enrolled,
1408 books were read and 1 14,255 pages were read. We had a field trip to Storyland,
and magician Fran Ferry came and put on a "magical show". Thank you to the
Bennington Country Store, the Bennington Garage, Inc., and to the Toadstool bookstore
for their generous donations to the summer reading program.
Our faithful volunteers keep on providing their talents and time to our library Some of
our Sunday volunteers are beginning their 10th year!. Thank you to Lee Smith, Linda
Osienski, Sherri Gallant, Dorothy Smith, Debi Belcher, Lisa Shingler, Lisa Logan, Debi
Page, & Barbara Varnum. Many of our readers and assistants for the summer reading
program and story hours are also entering their 1 0th year volunteering for us. Thank you
to Debi Belcher, Betty Coffin, Heidi Schwieger, Janice Tyler, Michelle Ricco, Chris
Fleischer, Aaron Bequeath, Deb Page, & Lisa Shingler.
The Library cannot afford to provide all the materials that our patrons enjoy, so
fortunately we have patrons who have generously donated subscriptions to newspapers &
periodicals as well as donations of new and used books. An especially big thank you to
Lee & Jean Smith, Malcolm Jensen & Cobblestone, Rose Melanson, Rebecca Lambert,
Elaine & Dave Barrett and Lisa Shingler.
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For all of us: Leslie MacGregor- Director, Melissa Putnam- Circulation, Virginia Young-
Trustee Chairman, Lise Lemieux- Trustee, and Michelle Hautanen- Trustee-Treasurer,
we wish you a Happy New Millennium and look forward to serving you during the






The Bennington Fire Department has responded to 144 calls this year. Of these, there
were 78 rescue calls, six structure fires, one brush fire, 14 motor vehicle accidents, 20
Mutual Aid calls, and 29 miscellaneous which include calls to check carbon monoxide
levels, electrical wires down, false alarms, etc.
There were no major purchases made, however, we are planning to upgrade our
extrication equipment in the year 2000. Many hours were spent by personnel to assess
our needs and to find the most economical way to meet these needs. At this point all of
our emergency vehicles are up-to-date and in excellent working condition. It has been a
fairly quiet and uneventful year for the Fire Department. Thank you all for your support
toward our small volunteer department, we look forward to serving you in the upcoming
year.
Respectfully Submitted,
Nick Collemacine, Fire Chief
HEALTH AND WELFARE
The Health and Welfare Departments seem to have worked in tandem during 1999.
Several of our cases have involved both issues and for the most part been resolved. Fuel
assistance, as usual, has taken a large amount of the heat and electricity needs, especially
of our senior citizens. The Federal Food Stamp program has been cut-back considerably
but our local food pantries have been very good about replacing it. Rent assistance was a
big item as usual.
Health-wise, Meals-on-Wheels and Visiting Nurse, Home Health Care activity was
minimal, sending the message that our ill and elderly are being well taken care of.
On behalf of the recipients, many, many thanks to Farther Bedard and Saint Patrick's
Parish for Thanksgiving and Easter dinners and "Operation Santa Claus" along with
others who wish to remain anonymous, for their contributions at Christmas.
Respectfully Submitted,
Barbara Huntley




This was the year of el niflo and the end of a century. Our weather was warmer and drier than
usual.
The Town of Bennington was recognized for the publication of an outstanding town report -
these are evaluated for their accuracy, information and creativity.
Philip Germain won the race for Selectman over Terry Schnare.
There were a couple of important issues which were passed at the 1999 Town Meeting; Powder
Mill Pond was voted to be recognized as a wildlife sanctuary - the vote was 156 to 143 in favor.
Barbara Willis was responsible for informing the townspeople and working with the State and
Local officials to make this a reality. The second issue was that a Trust Fund be set up for the
maintenance and restoration of Town buildings. This passed 188 to 1 10.
The ski area on Crotched Mountain failed to interest a new buyer.
The Bennington Historical Society and the VFW Auxiliary sponsored a contest for Pierce
School's 3^ & 4^ grade students. The topic for an essay was "What the Pledge of Allegiance to
the Flag means to me". First place for the 3°^ grade was Kathryn Schnare; first place for the 4^
grade was Hillary Getty. Her name will be added to the plaque in the School entrance hall.
The Town's Old Home Days were August 13 - 15, our Golden Anniversary - 50 years of parades
and celebrations. The theme was 50 years of Community Pride. We had an opening ceremony at
the Town Hall and a Town photograph. There were open houses at Pierce School, Bennington
Police Department, Town Hall and the Fire Department. A bonfire and fireworks were held at
Crotched Mountain West. The Dodge Memorial Library hosted an open house and book sale.
The firemen held a Fireman's Muster and a dunking booth was sponsored by the Fire Explorers.
The Monadnock Paper Mill offered tours of the Mill. A craftshow, children's fun fair,
locomotive works, rides and a refreshment booth by the Sportsman Club were held on the Mill
lawn. An ice cream social was sponsored by the Pierce School PTO.
Our society held it's 16& annual Baked Ham Dinner - entertainment was by the area's popular
comic singer Nora Lee Sysyn, who brought back many memories of Bennington's last 50 years.
Breakfast was served Sunday morning at the VFW Post and two road races and a family softball
game were also held.
The big event for the Historical Society was the dedication of Pearl Walker Hall and our open
house. The theme was an English Tea Party and the party food was provided by Ellen Hill and
her sister Becky Eckstein. The building was decorated by Barbara Willis and other members also
donated food, took photographs and videotaped the event.
We owe a big thank you to Ron McClure, Tim Parris and Jim Putnam for the construction of the
addition. Ron and I drew up the plans to create a nice functional room. Thanks also goes to Tom
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McClure for electrical work and to Robert Huntley for his plaster work and for setting the
granite step.
I donated eight sections of wrought iron fencing that Father Carty removed from Calvery
Cemetery and gave to me in 1990 - these were joined with granite posts from the Peterborough
Granite Company to make our new fence. Installation of the fence/posts was expedited by Bill
Cleary, David Blanchard and Michael Dionne, who cleared the ground of large boulders.
Our small society has made big progress - we try to be a friend to the community. In addition to
the Old Home Day celebrations, we paid to have the water trough scraped, sanded and painted.
We painted the water hydrants at the Common and on the Museum property. Over the last 15
years we have spent $12,000.00 on flowers, trees and shrubs. Michael Dionne has donated many
hours keeping these areas beautiful.
The Town presented a bronze plaque honoring Gladys Newhall to the Newhall Park Board of
Directors. The plaque hangs below the screened-in viewing stand, "Colonel's Perch", where
Gladys, a former Lt. Colonel in the army, used to watch the games.
On Tuesday, July 6, lightning, rain and wind disrupted power and toppled trees. Fourteen very
large trees were leveled by a small tornado on wooded land owned by David Glynn, the Bell
Estate and Francesco Carrara. The tornado then traveled across Route 3 1 and took down a very
large oak tree next to St. Patrick Church - luckily it landed in the parking lot. All this took place
in about 60 seconds!
On the Mill Road Linda Fitzgerald was returning to Antrim when a tree fell in front of her car,
another fell behind her - trapping her neatly! Luckily, no one was hurt. The electric power was
off for about ten hours in the village, and more than 24 hours in the more rural areas.
Several New Hampshire businesses are being threatened by environmental and water issues.
Monadnock Paper Mill was so threatened. The Mill uses 800,000 gallons of water daily. The
Mill has depended on the Contoocook River as its lifeblood for nearly 200 years - it employs 250
people. The Mill has won State awards for their efforts in being a good corporate citizen - they
constantly seek ways to use less water and to return the water pollution free.
As we say good-bye to a century of wonderful inventions which improved our quality of life we
must seek ways to benefit our Town, State and planet - preserve our resources and better our
conditions for the next generation to enjoy freedom and choices guaranteed by the constitution
of the United States of America.




The Department had another busy year. Overall the numbers are down compared to 1998.
The two biggest decreases were in the areas of Calls for Service and Motor Vehicle Stops.
The largest increases were in the areas of Criminal Complaints, Arrests and Juvenile
Complaints.
An area of concern is Juvenile Complaints. The Department took at least fifty reports of
petty theft and vandalism last year. Due to the efforts of the Officers and the residents
most of these reports have been solved. The vast majority of the thefts and vandalism are
attributed to juveniles. The Department respectfully asks for your assistance in this area.
Please talk to your children about taking or damaging other peoples' property and know
where they are at all times. Please keep a watch in your neighborhood and the Town and
ifyou see anything that looks suspicious, out of place or unusual please call the police.
My goal is not only to reduce these problems but to work with the young people in getting
their help in reducing or preventing acts of theft or mischief.
To see other statistics for Department activity in 1 999, please refer to the chart located in
this Town Report.
We have two new officers. They are Aaron Bequeath, who is the new full-time officer.
He is originally from Nebraska; moved to Manchester and now lives in Bennington. He
has been working as a part-time officer in Bennington since June 1 999. He will be
attending the Police Academy in the Fall. A new part-time officer is Tyler St Cyr, who
lives in Manchester. He is due to go to the part-time academy in Jan/Feb., which means
by the time you see this report he should be certified as a part-time officer. Each officer is
very community-oriented; therefore, I am sure each will be great assets to the town.
Some of the Community Policing activities this year included the following:
Bicycle Rodeo (bicycle safety program) which was conducted at the Monadnock
Paper mill. We had a good turnout and all children (and parents) had a good time.
"Officer Phil" Program (safety program covering many areas). This program was
conducted at the Pierce School. This program was made possible by contributions
made by the town businesses. We look forward to having the program again this year.
Bicycle Helmets - we only have a few bicycle helmets remaining which were the
courtesy of a Highway Safety Grant. Ifyou need a bicycle helmet, please contact one
of the police officers.
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Car Child Safety Seats - we received another Highway Safety Grant which allowed us
to purchase fifteen safety seats (infants, convertibles and booster). These seats are
available to loan out to anyone who is in need of a car seat. What are some of the
reasons you might want to borrow a safety seat? You may have financial difficulty
(confidentiality is kept) or your child's grandparents are visiting and need a safety seat
so they can take their grandchild with them. Ifyou need to borrow a car seat, please
contact the police department.
Another Highway Safety Grant, was received for additional "Driving While
Intoxicated" patrols. This allowed us to have additional patrols which increased our
presence. This program was extremely successful.
I have been Chief for three years. I still love my job and position. Bennington and the
people of Bennington are great and I hope to be here for a long time.
Each officer pledges to continue to be professional and fair. I believe in an open door
policy; therefore, please stop by anytime. Remember, we need your help to keep
Bennington safe, so ifyou see anything please call us - 24 hours a day.






The Bennington Conservation Commission had a sporadic schedule this year. . We
reviewed wetland and timber issues (including permits). Much discussion was aroud the
work of state agencies and the processes tthey use to determine violations of
environmental satutes.
The river was again on the agenda with review of the work to be done along the
West Deering Rd for preservation of the road, the river, and adjoining properties. A
student from Conval High school approached us with a plan to organize a river clean up
as part of a "Citizens Action Project". This type of involvement by young people and
other citizens is encouraged by the commission. Recent cuts and development along the
banks of the river in neighboring towns, remind us that there is little protection from these
activities and that we must be alert to protect this environment. .
Our support of education programs for our youth this year came in the form of
helping to find funds for trips by the high school Envirothon and Ocean Bowl teams. We
hope to be able to continue to support such programs..
Our Conttinuing fieldwork to establish where our town boundaries are brought us
along the Hancock and Franestown/Deering lines. . It is interesting to see how many ways
adults can read a compass in those areas where there are no boundary markers This year
we want to make more of an effort to consult with those ofyou who have a town
boundary on your property.
There are commissioners whose terms are finished this year. We need interested













After surviving the ice age winter of 1998-99 the first project the Highway Department
tackled was putting in a well at the new Highway building and installing water at the
Garage and the Transfer Station.
The next project was to determine why, after a substantial rain, we had a flooding
problem at the old Town Barn. The culprit turned out to be an old stone drainage culvert
which had collapsed between the Barn and the catch basin on Eaton Ave. After this was
repaired it was time to pick up all the sand that seemed to be everywhere.
The North Bennington Road along the river was next on the list as it was eroded in places
and needed attention. The Selectmen met with residents of the area to discuss solutions
and the Department of Environmental Services was called in to inspect and advise on the
problem. It was agreed upon that the best solution was to move the roadway away from
the river in the worst places, and cut the dead trees along the riverside before they too
uproot and cause further erosion. You will find a Warrant Article in the Warrant to
relocate and rebuild 500 feet of North Bennington Road to address this issue and I ask
for your support to cure this problem.
Grading and the addition of crushed gravel was done in May and was a lot easier to
schedule as we have our own grader.
After meeting with our paving contractor, Brox, drainage and prep work was started on
Antrim Road to get ready for paving.
Catch basin and manhole covers were raised to meet the new pavement height and
grinding of old asphalt off bridge decks was completed. On July 10th, 988 tons of new
asphalt was put down. Also in July, 1500 yards of crushed gravel was stockpiled and
shoulder and drainage work was done on Dodge Hill Road.
One hundred fifteen tons of asphalt was used to shim up Onset Road in preparation for
tar sealing. Then, another 158 tons was used on Pine Meadows
Tar sealing was done after Labor Day and shoulder and ditch work done on Bible Hill
Road along with culvert work.
Fall grading was done and 1500 yards of winter sand was stockpiled. Bridge work
consisted of the concrete sealing of both the Antrim Road Bridge and North Bennington
Road Bridge with structural beam seat repair on the latter before cold weather set in.
Concrete work on the Antrim Road bridge is scheduled for spring and the North
Bennington Road bridge replacement is tentatively set for 2004.
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Another Warrant Article for consideration this year is the replacement of the guardrail
(600 ft) on the Antrim Road. A new guardrail along this stretch of road would decrease
the Town's liability in this area and also increase pedestrian traffic safety.
The Highway Department hopes to do most of its paving on North Bennington Road this
year from the Transfer Station onward as far as our budget allows. Asphalt shimming
and tar sealing is planned for Old Stage Coach Road, Dodge Hill Road, Paradise Drive
and Dodge Road.




ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Five appeals were brought before the ZBA in 1999. Three ofthem dealt with boundary
line/setback problems and one with construction of an additional room. The fifth case
was the request ofRymes Oil Company for location of a light industry in a
Rural/Agricultural zoning district.
The Board would like to express its gratitude to the staff of the Southwest Regional
Planning Commission for their gracious and expert counsel.
Openings exist for Alternate Members of the ZBA. Those with an interest in and a
willingness to serve are urged to contact me or any other member of the Board or to call
the folks at the Town Hall, 588-2189, for additional information.
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PLANNING BOARD
We did not experience a lot of activity this year; hence this report will be fairly short.
One topic worth noting, however, was in the area of Gravel Operations, where we were
able to implement the Town's recently enacted regulations for the first time. This would
appear to be a very successful tool for us to have in order to be sure that future
excavations are done in such a way that does not adversely impact either the Town as a
whole, nor individual abutters.
A continuing area of concern for us has to do with attracting competent and committed
people to serve on the Board. The responsibilities involved are many; depending on the
number and type of cases which might come before us, it could easily take the better part
of one's three-year term to really be up-to-speed with all the complexities. Of necessity,
we are going to be experiencing some turnover in our membership, which will
unfortunately involve people who have been on the Board for the longest time. In the
past when faced with a personnel issue, it was relatively straightforward for us to go to
the Board of Selectmen with the problem (and even a list of potential appointees). Now,
given the requirement to go through the electoral process, it is harder to attract
"volunteers"... The Planning Board is a vital piece of Town government; we need some





A Town Report doesn't offer enough space to philosophize, but, as the century closes, it's
constructive to contrast public attitudes about mankind and his environment in 1900 - and 1999.
Photos from outerspace have given us a new understanding of how unique and how fragile our
dot in the universe really is. And the 20& century population explosion has convinced most of us
that this earth, air and water have to be protected - or life as we know it will cease.
How many people were concerned with the disposal of solid waste in 1940? ... in 1950 ... in
1960? In less than half a century, a new, major industry has been bom - world wide; the concept
of recycling has not only been created but has been widely accepted. And a public obligation to
take care of these matters is now a major item in municipal/State and Federal budgets
everywhere.
We have seen a steady increase in the tons of trash handled at the Transfer Station, an estimated
4% in 1999. We would like to report a corresponding increase in recycling tonnage. That is not
the case. For reasons that are not entirely clear, the weight of recyclables, almost everywhere, is
down. Much of that, since it is calculated by weight, may be attributed to the widespread switch
from glass to plastic containers for many American food products.
At any point, we urge those of you who are committed to stay the course; to others, please get
aboard.
Beginning in January, the Transfer Station initiated acceptance of large household goods (sofas,
chairs, mattresses, for example) which residents formerly had to transport to Waste
Management, Peterborough. To pay for the service, a fee schedule has been put in place. This is
a trial run. We hope it proves to be worthwhile to continue.
Transfer Station attendants, in September, began removal, on site, of freon gas from refrigerators
and air conditioners. Stimulus came from Federal Air Quality regulations. Previously, the Town's
haulers of trash metals had been assumed to perform the removal work.
We remind voters, again, that Bennington has been blessed by the terms of a contract signed
between the Selectmen and Waste Management, Inc., almost five years ago. It has allowed us to
dispose of our trash at tipping fees twenty to thirty percent less than most New Hampshire towns
and cities. That contract will shortly be subject to renegotiation.
We would like to thank you for your continued support of the Station and its personnel. We
think we have one of the top facilities in the region. We'll try to keep it that way.
In 1999, the Bennington Waste Management Committee lost its Chairman. Steve Chase had
demonstrated a strong interest in the Town 's trash disposalproblems since they became
recognized. He had served as the Committee's Chairman since 1997.
We will miss him.
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CEMETERY TRUSTEES
The Trustees of the Cemetery lost a dedicated trustee, Stephen Chase, Jr., in November,
1999. Due to illness and such we were unable to get as much work done as we hand
anticipated for the year 1999.
Hopefully the year 2000 will be a better year and we will be able to get more work done.
We did get several graves that had sunken in and repaired two grave stones that were





Mike Zabriskie - Labor
RECREATION COMMITTEE
Nineteen-Ninety Nine was a great year for the Bennington Recreation Committee. The
Committee worked hard this past year to bring you additional events to the already well-
established recreation programs. Some of the new events that happened this year were:
The Winter Sledding Party, what a great time! The sledding was fast, the hot dogs were
hot, the coffee and cocoa even hotter and of course, let's not forget the bonfire- talk about
hot! About 65 kids and adults enjoyed each other's company on that beautiful winter day.
1st Annual Pumpkin Decorating. About a week prior to our annual Haunted Hayride
event kids and adults gathered together at the Bennington Town Hall to decorate their
very own pumpkins, and share some cider and goodies. Some pretty interesting
pumpkins and happy faces left the Town Hall that day.
Bennington Old Home Days, talk about a gala event; three (3) tremendous days of fun
and excitement. A lot of events were crammed into a weekend, not to mention between
the raindrops. Friday. Opening ceremonies, Open Houses, Bonfire, Fireworks and food. I
hope everyone saw the fireworks, they were spectacular. Saturday: Library book sale,
Parade, Train rides, Crafters, Monadnock Paper Mill Tours, Ice Cream Social, Fireman's
Muster, Dunking Booth (many notable people taking the plunge), Historical Society
Open House, Ham & Bean Supper, Street Dance, Raffle Prizes, and of course food..
Sunday: The 5K and IK Road Race, the VFW Pancake Breakfast, and the afternoon
English Tea Ceremony (Historical Society). A well deserved rest was needed after that
highly energetic weekend.
Of course lets not forget the steadfast and ever popular programs that the Recreation
Committee continues to support every year.
The Fishing Derby held on the last Saturday of April at 8:00 AM every year, kids up to 15
years old can participate. The grand raffle prize (a canoe) was won by Alan St.Pierre.
The Newhall field, which is the site of the Bennington Youth baseball, Youth soccer and
other youth activities, was outfitted with some new improvements. New replacement
fencing was added, a new water bubbler was installed and a new irrigation system was
added to field number one.
The Bennington Youth Baseball had another successful year with no curve balls. Special
thanks to the dedicated coaches and parents.
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Bennington Youth Soccer also had a good season with the help of returning parents and
coaches. We are definitely scoring goals on this popular program.
Whittemore Beach received a small face-lift this past year, with some new fencing, new
ropes and new clean beach sand. Except for the relocation of a family of Geese, things at
Whittemore beach went swimmingly.
The Haunted Hayride, as always, was a spook of a good time with quality skits, great
weather and a full moon. The volunteers for this gory event should be recognized for
their efforts year after year.
Our annual Christmas program with tree lighting, caroling, Christmas goodies, horse
drawn wagon rides, and of course a visit form Santa Claus made this seasonal event a
success. No snow, but how the wind did blow.
Great Programs with Great Success. We owe it all to the dedicated volunteers, friends,
family members and town organizations that helped make it happen. Our Special Thanks
to all.











CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLANNING COMMITTEE
Town officials are asking for voter approval, in the year 2000, of a sixty percent increase
in Reserve appropriations over those of a year ago. Most of that increase, if approved,
will be allocated to two projects (1) the replacement of the Town Hall's roof ($35,000.)
and (2) 1/2 the cost of the Town's share for replacement of the bridge joining Antrim's
Depot Street and North Bennington Road ($13,000.)
Rationale for both requests can be found in the Selectmen's Message, at the beginning of
this Town Report. We can only add that, in additional to its traditional and historic
value, we're fortunate that the Town Hall is serviceable, maintainable and- compared to
its replacement cost in Y2K dollars- a structure worthy of a maintenance investment.
The Bridge replacement project isn't an immediate, issue, but the circumstances
surrounding it are. Under the State Bridge Aid Program, up to 80% of replacement costs
are borne by the State ofNew Hampshire. Further, the cost is shared with Antrim. That
means that a $26,500. commitment by each community, by 2002, can insure a new span
whose total cost is $265,000. The Bridge Aid Program is not guaranteed forever.
Selectmen from both communities are urging support to insure that their funding is in
place- on time.
Two other late changes in Reserve funding should be reported. Our long-range plan has
been to replace Police Department Crusiers every three years. Experience has shown that
the repair costs in the fifth and sixth year of a crusier's usual life exceed the cost of
earlier replacement. The Committee has therefore approved a two-year schedule. Fewer
repair bills and higher turn-in value will result in savings to the taxpayer.
The Committee also gave its preliminary approval to a stepped-up schedule for
replacement of the Highway Department's front-end loader. The Road Agent has found
that the cost and maintenance figures do not make purchase feasible in the coming year.
Most of the money needed to make the purchase, when feasible, will have been
appropriated.
We join with the Budget Committee in emphasizing the advantages to Bennington
citizens in supporting the Capital Reserve Fund approach to meet Capital needs. It
requires long-range planning. We should be doing long-range planning. In the end, it not
only levels off the Town's annual tax commitment, but provides, through investment





1999 was a quiet year with only one election. Now Bennington's election officials are getting
geared up for the busiest year in the four year cycle. This year's elections are:
FEBRUARY 1 Presidential Primary Election Day
MARCH 14 Town Elections
SEPTEMBER 12 State Primary Election
NOVEMBER 7 General Election (State and Presidential Candidates)
Also, don't forget to attend the budget hearing on Monday, January 17 at 7:00 PM, and First
Session of Town Meeting on Tuesday, February 8 at 7:00 PM, when warrant articles can be discussed, and
amended
Bennington currently has 905 registered voters: 320 Republicans, 181 Democrats, and 404
Undeclared voters. Copies of the Bennington Checklist are available on request for $10 in both paper and
computer disk forms. Registration cards on file and prior years' checklists are open to inspection during
normal Town Hall business hours.
CHANGING PARTY AFFILIATION
Ifyou are an Undeclared voter and vote in a primary election and wish to return to Undeclared
status, you may do so by coming to the supervisors and filling out a form. If you are registered as a
Democrat or Republican prior to a primary election, you cannot change your party status on the day of the
election, but must wait to do so with the town clerk or the supervisors at one of their regularly scheduled
sessions.
IMPORTANT: If you vote in the Presidential Primary this year and wish to change your party
affiliation, you must do so before June the 7th. After that, you will be 'locked in' to whatever party
affiliation you hold until after the September Primary. (Bennington's supervisors have discussed this, we
think it is unreasonably complicated, but we must abide by the law). Voters who wish to vote for a
candidate of another party affiliation than their own can always write in a candidate on the Democrat or
Republican ballot.
REGISTRATION
Voters can get on the checklist in three ways:
1) Same Day Registration. Register at the polls on the day of the election.
2) Register with the Supervisors of the Checklist at one of their scheduled sessions. This year's
sessions are:
January 22
3) Register with the Town Clerk during regular Town Hall hours.
In all cases, you don't need to bring a picture ID to register, but you do need to bring proof of residency
— something with your street address on it — a bill, a letter from your landlord, your drivers' license if it
has street address on it, or your parents to vouch for you, if they are registered to vote in town.
ABSENTEE VOTING
Ifyou will not be in town for any of the elections, please try to vote absentee. You can even vote
absentee if you are not sure if your work and commuting schedule will allow you to get to the polls in
time. Believe me, there is nothing worse than seeing someone walk in to the polls at 7:05PM and having to
tell them they can't vote!
Ifyou plan to vote absentee, please plan ahead. The Town Clerk has all the forms you will need,
and she can tell you how to file absentee, and what the deadlines are for each election. Separate forms
must be gotten for each election.
OTHER BUSINESS
Finally, in addition to 4 elections and their required sessions, the Supervisors will be preparing to
"purge the checklist". This ominous-sounding phrase really describes the harmless process of making sure
that our records are up to date. You can help us with this process by voting (ifyou vote, we don't have to
write you to see ifyou are still in Bennington). Also, when you vote, please talk to the people who check
you in or check you out to see ifyour name is spelled correctly and we have correct address information
for you.
Bennington Supervisors have been invited to participate in the state-wide Student Voter Drive,
being held at Conval on January 18th. High school students who have turned 18 will have the opportunity
to register to vote at school on that day. We welcome this occasion to get young people involved in the
process.
Once again, thanks to all ofyou who participate, and we hope you enjoy all your opportunities to




SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST
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REPORT OF TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN AND STATE FOREST RANGER
To aid your Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department and State Forest Ranger, contact your
local Warden or Fire Department to find out if a permit is required before doing ANY outside
burning. Fire permits are required for any open burning unless the ground is completely covered
with snow where the burning will be done. Violations ofRSA 227-L:17, the fire permit law and
the other burning laws of the State ofNew Hampshire are misdemeanors punishable by fines of
up to $2,000 and/or a year in jail. Violators are also liable for all fire suppression costs.
There are eleven Forest Rangers who work for the New Hampshire Division of Forests
and Lands, Forest Protection Bureau. During the 1999 season Forest Rangers were busy assisting
communities with suppression of difficult and remote multi-day fires. Forest Rangers have also
investigated numerous complaints regarding violations of the timber harvest and forest fire laws,
and taken enforcement action to ensure compliance. If you have any questions regarding forest
fire or timber harvest laws, please call our office at 271-2217.
There are 2400 Forest Fire Wardens and Deputy Forest Fire Wardens throughout the
state. Each town has a Forest Fire Warden and several Deputy Wardens who assist the Forest
Rangers with forest fire suppression, prevention, and law enforcement. The 1999 fire season was
a challenging but safe year for wildland firefighters in New Hampshire. The severe drought
conditions throughout the spring and summer months combined with residual effects of 1998 Ice
Storm, resulted in a dramatic increase in wildland fires. In addition to burning in excess of 452
acres, 35 structures were also impacted by wildfire. Wildland fires in the urban interface is a
serious concern for both landowners and firefighters. Homeowners can help protect their
structures by maintaining adequate green space around them and making sure that houses are
properly identified with street numbers.
The State ofNew Hampshire operates 15 fire towers, 2 mobile patrols and 3 contract
aircraft patrols. This early detection and reports from citizens aid in the quick response from
local fire departments. This is a critical factor in controlling the size of wildland fires and
keeping the loss of property and suppression costs as low as possible.
Please contact your local fire department before doing ANY outside burning.
REMEMBER ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES!
!
1999 FIRE STATISTICS
(All Fires Reported thru December 10, 1999)
TOTALS BY COUNTY CAUSES OF FIRES REPORTED
BENNINGTON PD STATISTICS
Year End Totals 1999
BENNINGTON PD STATISTICS
Year End Totals 1999
BENNINGTON PD STATISTICS
Year End Totals 1999
BENNINGTON PD STATISTICAL CHART
Year End Totals 1999
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TOWN OF BENNINGTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE
MINUTES OF THE FEBRUARY 6, 1999 TOWN MEETING
DELIBERATIVE SESSION - SESSION 1
AND MARCH 9, 1999 TOWN ELECTION RESULTS - SESSION 2
Session 1 of the 1999 Bennington Town Meeting convened on Saturday, February 6, 1999 at
10.00 a.m. at the Pierce School multi-purpose room in Bennington, New Hampshire. James G.
Dodge, the Town Moderator called the meeting to order at 10: 10 a.m.
The procedures and rules of conduct for the deliberative session were outlined by the Moderator
as mandated under Senate Bill 2. Each warrant article will be read and discussed and any
amendments proposed from the floor must be submitted in writing to the Moderator.
All voting on the Warrant Articles, Town & School District Officials, and the Conval
School District Warrant Articles will be voted on at the polls on March 9, 1999 at the Fire
Station from 8:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
To the inhabitants of the Town of Bennington in the County of Hillsborough in said State,
qualified to vote: You are hereby notified to meet at the Fire Station on Tuesday, the ninth day
of March, next at eight o'clock in the forenoon, to act upon the following subjects:
Note: The casting of absentee ballots will begin at 1 :00 p.m. The polls will close at 7 p.m.
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing. The results of the March 9th
election are as follows:
Selectman - Philip R. Germain
Town Clerk - Valerie Germain
Treasurer - Joyce L. Miner
Library Trustee - Lise Lemieux
Library Trustee - Michelle A. Hautanen
Zoning Board of Adjustment Member - Glenn C. Dow III
Zoning Board of Adjustment Member - Barbara C. Goodwin
Trustee of the Trust Funds - Francesco Carrara
Cemetery Trustee - Philip Traxler
Water & Sewer Commissioner - David P. Rochford
Fire Chief- Nick Collemacine
1st Deputy Fire Chief- Mark S. Chase
2nd Deputy Fire Chief- Allan D. Wilson
Planning Board Member - Jamie S. Fox
Planning Board Member - Douglas Wilk
School Moderator - Peter Hopkins
School Budget Committee Member - Mark Tazelaar
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When the polls opened at 8:00 a.m., the Voter Checklist contained 900 names. During election
day, 10 new voters were added to the checklist. When the polls closed at 7:00 p.m., the Voter
Checklist totaled 910 voters. A total of 306 voters cast ballots in this election which was a
34% voter turnout.
The Deliberative Session Town Meeting, Session 1, was attended by 33 registered voters.
The Moderator initiated discussion on the following articles:
2. Are you in favor of the adoption of the amendment to the existing Town of Bennington
Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Planning Board? The full text of the proposed
amendment can be found posted with this Warrant and within the Town Report.
Note: The Moderator stated that no amendments can be offered on this article. Gail Roch-
ford addressed the article as a member of the Planning Board. Gail stated that the purpose of
this article is to expedite the handling of gravel excavation permits. John Cronin
remarked that Southwest Regional Planning aided the Planning Board as to the specific
wording of this article. It was noted to voters present that any request for an excavation
permit is examined on its individual merits before approval by the Planning Board.
3/9/99 RESULTS: YES - 183 NO - 102
THE ARTICLE PASSED
3. Shall the Town authorize the Board of Selectmen to negotiate a lease with the
Bennington Sportsman Club to use Town-owned land off Route 47, Old Reservoir Road,
Map 1 1, Lot 1 1, an abandoned 5.2 acre reservoir, as a recreation area, in accordance with
such terms and conditions as the Board of Selectmen may determine to be in the best
interests of the Town?
Note: Jim Cleary addressed the article for the Board of Selectmen. It was determined per
legal council that the Town could lease the land to the Bennington Sportsman Club for one
year, at which time the Club would have to renew the lease. In order to grant a lease to the
Sportsman Club for more than one year at the site, the voters of the Town would have to
decide that issue. The lease must meet the condition that any taxes must be met by the
Sportsman Club.
Since the property is located at the town's reservoir, the Bennington Water & Sewer
Commissioners were consulted to enact certain stipulations. This committee determined
that the Sportsman Club must abide by the following:
1
.
There will be no discharge of firearms.
2. Any construction at this site must be approved by the Water & Sewer
Commissioners.
3. The road to the reservoir must remain open and passable at all times.
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Jim Griswold, a member of the Sportsman Club then addressed the voters requesting that a
non-resident speak to the voters present on behalf of the Sportsman Club and this article.
The voters consented and Ted Arsenault, President of the Sportsman Club in Wolfboro was
introduced to those present. Mr. Arsenault told the voters of the activities the Sportsman
Club would provide to its members, archery, fishing, etc., and the shared sense of
camaraderie such clubs elicited.
Concerns from the floor were whether the land would be able to be used by snowmobiles,
ATV's, and hikers. It was stated that the club would be restricted to members only unless
there was an open house to invite the public in. During the winter there should be no conflict
with snowmobiles or cross-country skiers. Two voters commented that the organization
have improved the condition of the site by cutting back brush and cleaning up around
the pond.
No amendments were introduced to the article and it was accepted as read.
3/9/99 RESULTS: YES - 241 NO - 59
THE ARTICLE PASSED
4. Shall the Town designate the water body known as Powder Mill Pond as a wildlife
sanctuary?
Note: This article was submitted by petition. Jim Geary addressed the article stating that
the Selectmen are unclear on how to proceed on this because the Town does not have the
legal authority to designate water bodies as wildlife sanctuaries. Therefore, regardless
of the vote on 3/9/99, this article will have no legal ramifications to the Town. The group
who submitted this petitioned warrant article was not at the meeting to address the article.
Other concerns and questions raised by this article were who actually owns Powder Mill
Pond? The pond is actually bordered by the three towns of Hancock, Bennington, and
Greenfield. Most of the land around the pond is privately owned and this article is in some
ways impacting how land owners may use their land. The Board informed those present
that the Town's Conservation Commission did not take a stand on this issue.
No amendments were introduced to the article and the article was defeated by voice vote.
3/9/99 RESULTS: YES - 156 NO - 143
THE ARTICLE PASSED
Shall the Town raise and appropriate the sum of eight thousand dollars ($8,000.00) for the
purpose of replacing the present water line on the west side of Dodge Hill Road, a distance
of approximately seven hundred (700) feet?
Note: Terry Schnare deferred discussion of this article to Roy Johnson, Water & Sewer
Commissioner. Mr. Johnson stated that there were two plastic lines on each side of Dodge
Hill Road which have to be replaced. If they put one line in to serve both sides of the road
it should rectify the problem, improve service and cut costs.
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No amendments were introduced to the article and it was accepted as read.
3/9/99 RESULTS: YES - 220 NO - 76
THE ARTICLE PASSED
Shall the Town raise and appropriate the sum of six thousand dollars ($6,000.00) to purchase
two complete SCBA units and four cylinders for use by the Fire Department?
Note: Fire ChiefNick Collemacine addressed the article stating that the initial article had
been written incorrectly. The original article stated : Shall the Town raise and appropriate
the sum of six thousand dollars to purchase four replacement Air Packs by the Fire
Department? Nick submitted an amendment to change the wording to the Moderator to
read: Shall the Town raise and appropriate the sum of six thousand dollars ($6,000.00) to
purchase two complete SCBA units and four cylinders for use by the Fire Department?
The amendment submitted was approved by voice vote.
3/9/99 RESULTS: YES - 256 NO - 45
THE ARTICLE PASSED
7. Shall the Town raise and appropriate the sum of two thousand one hundred seventy-five
dollars ($2,175.00) for headstone/gravesite repair and surveying of the Town's cemeteries?
Note: Steve Chase addressed the article stating that the cemeteries in town have seen
marked improvement due to the tree and limb work approved by voters last year. The
Cemetery Trustees would now like to see headstone/gravesite repair for those headstones
that have been broken off at the ground.
No amendments were introduced to the article and it was accepted as read.
3/9/99 RESULTS: YES - 230 NO - 71
THE ARTICLE PASSED
8. Shall the Town raise and appropriate its share, the sum of five thousand five hundred dollars
($5,500.00) to perform water testing, gas survey monitoring, liming and mowing of grass at
the Landfill, all as required by the post-closure agreement with the State ofNew Hampshire;
the costs of which are borne by Antrim, Bennington and Francestown?
Note: This is the Town's annual portion of the landfill closure costs.
No amendments were introduced and the article was accepted as read.
3/9/99 RESULTS: YES - 252 NO - 45
THE ARTICLE PASSED
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Shall the Town raise and appropriate the sum of two thousand four hundred dollars
($2,400.00) as its share in support of the effort of Monadnock Business Ventures. Inc., a non-
profit organization, to market the Crotched Mountain Ski Area?
Note: John Cronin addressed the article stating that the directors of Monadnock Business
Ventures approached the Selectmen in Bennington and Francestown to request a warrant
article be put on the Town Warrant to raise funds to offset the costs to MBV who acts as
a "broker" to the ski area. MBV has essentially been the spokespersons for Bennington
and Francestown and need to inform prospective buyers what each town would require
in order to purchase the ski area. John said that MBV to incurs out-of-pocket
expenses and will continue to do so.
There had been a meeting at Tory Pines in order to bring the Planning Boards, Zoning
Boards. Boards of Selectmen, and Conservation Committees of both towns together.
The purpose of the meeting was to have a unified forum to determine what guidelines
shall be set for a prospective buyer of Crotched Mountain.
A voter voiced opposition to the article on the grounds that the ski area has been closed
for 10 years and the overall record of the facility when it was functioning should be con-
sidered. It accumulated debts and filed bankruptcy numerous times. In light
of this, the Town should consider looking at the mountain as a natural resource, and let
people shift their focus to: How can this land become a source of revenue for the Town?
Jim Cleary agreed that it may behoove the Town to change their thinking on the matter.
John Cronin stated that there have been interested parties looking at the mountain as a
functioning ski area; therefore Bennington should not consider selling off their portion.
No amendments were introduced to the article and it was accepted as read.
3/9/99 RESULTS: YES - 190 NO - 110
THE ARTICLE PASSED
10. Shall the Town raise and appropriate the sum of one thousand eight hundred and fifty
dollars ($1,850.00) to purchase two portable radios for use by the Police Department?
Note: Police Chief Steve Campbell addressed the article stating that these funds would
enable the Police Department to replace two bad radios.
No amendments were introduced to the article and it was accepted as read.
3/9/99 RESULTS: YES - 202 NO - 95
THE ARTICLE PASSED
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11. Shall the Town raise and appropriate the sum of three thousand two hundred and fifty dollars
($3,250.00) for the purpose offence construction at Sawyer Park, Newhall Field and
Whittemore Beach9
Note: The Board addressed the article stating that new fencing would be installed at
Sawyer Field along the 1st and 3rd base lines. At Newhall Field, the present fencing is
considered unsafe as it is sharp at the top, a potential safety issue. At Whittemore Beach,
the Recreation Committee is focusing on improvements to the beach
No amendments were introduced to the article and it was accepted as read
3/9/99 RESULTS: YES - 166 NO - 132
THE ARTICLE PASSED
12. Shall the Town raise and appropriate the sum of fifteen thousand dollars (515,000.00),
to be added to the Fire Truck Capital Reserve Fund9
Note: Roy Johnson spoke to the article as a Trustee of the Trust Funds. He stated that
it was fiscally responsible to budget for large purchases of equipment; that on the Town's
recent purchases - fire truck, cruiser, sander dumper, and mower - S3 8,000 of the total cost
had been offset by interest earned through investments in Capital Reserve Funds.
No amendments were introduced to the article and it was accepted as read.
3/9/99 RESULTS: YES - 232 NO - 69
THE ARTICLE PASSED
13. Shall the Town raise and appropriate the sum of three thousand dollars (S3.000.00), to
be added to the Forest Fire Truck Capital Reserve Fund
Note: This is the second year for this Capital Reserve Fund.
No amendments were introduced to the article and it was accepted as read
3/9/99 RESULTS: YTS-214 NO - 87
THE ARTICLE PASSED
14. Shall the Town raise and appropriate the sum of three thousand dollars (S3.000.00), to be
added to the Rescue Van Capital Reserve Fund
No amendments were introduced to the article and it was accepted as read
3/9/99 RESULTS: YTS - 235 NO - 63
THE ARTICLE PASSED
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15. Shall the Town raise and appropriate the sum often thousand dollars ($10,000.00), to be
added to the Highway Truck Capital Reserve Fund?
No amendments were introduced to the article and it was accepted as read.
3/9/99 RESULTS: YES - 205 NO - 92
THE ARTICLE PASSED
16. Shall the Town raise and appropriate the sum often thousand dollars ($10,000.00) to be
added to the Highway Equipment Capital Reserve Fund?
Note: Dave Blanchard, Road Agent addressed the article stating he is looking to replace the
current backhoe in approximately two years.
No amendments were introduced to the article and it was accepted as read.
3/9/99 RESULTS: YES - 191 NO - 107
THE ARTICLE PASSED
17. Shall the Town raise and appropriate the sum of five thousand dollars ($5,000.00) to be
added to the Bridges Expendable General Trust Fund?
Note: These funds are for the maintenance and repair of the five bridges in Town.
No amendments were introduced to the article and it was accepted as read.
3/9/99 RESULTS: YES - 195 NO - 98
THE ARTICLE PASSED
18. Shall the Town raise and appropriate the sum of one thousand dollars ($1,000.00) to be
added to the Mower Capital Reserve Fund ?
No amendments were introduced to the article and it was accepted as read.
3/9/99 RESULTS: YES - 176 NO - 1 18
THE ARTICLE PASSED
19. Shall the Town raise and appropriate the sum often thousand dollars ($10,000.00) to be
added to the Police Cruiser Capital Reserve Fund?
No amendments were introduced to the article and it was accepted as read.
3/9/99 RESULTS: YES - 195 NO - 101
THE ARTICLE PASSED
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20. Shall the Town raise and appropriate the sum of five thousand dollars ($5,000.00) to be
added to the Sewer Department Capital Reserve Fund?
Note: These funds will be used for dredging, repairs, and maintenance.
No amendments were introduced to the article and it was accepted as read.
3/9/99 RESULTS: YES - 1 94 NO - 1 02
THE ARTICLE PASSED
21. Shall the Town raise and appropriate the sum of five thousand dollars ($5,000.00) to be
added to the Water Department Capital Reserve Fund?
No amendments were introduced to the article and it was accepted as read.
3/9/99 RESULTS: YES - 1 98 NO - 98
THE ARTICLE PASSED
22. Shall the Town raise and appropriate the sum of five thousand dollars ($5,000.00) to be
added to the Library Capital Reserve Fund?
Note: These funds are to cover costs associated with American with Disabilities Act
(ADA) to ensure that the library is handicapped accessible.
No amendments were introduced to the article and it was accepted as read.
3/9/99 RESULTS: YES - 224 NO - 76
THE ARTICLE PASSED
23. Shall the Town create an expendable general trust fund to be known as the "Town Buildings
Trust Fund" for the purpose of repairing, maintaining and improving Town buildings and
raise and appropriate the sum often thousand dollars ($10,000.00) for deposit in that
account, and to grant the Selectmen the authority to withdraw such funds as may be required
for the purpose intended, after a Public Hearing but without further action ofTown Meeting?
Note: Terry Schnare addressed the article stating this article was a continuation of the art-
icle on last year's warrant addressing the maintenance needs of the Town Hall. The word-
ing of the article was questioned in regards to the purpose of the Town Hall Preservation
Committee that had been formed as a result of the 1998 Town Meeting and was this commi-
ttee to continue to exist. Terry stated the Board recognized the committee as a long-term
committee and acknowledged the extensive amount of information that had been provided by
the committee.
John Cronin spoke of the historical significance of the Town Hall as being the first structure
in the country to serve both as a school and as a government building giving it a unique
status and may have even been mentioned in the St. Louis World Fair. John felt that there
may be grant & foundation aid available in order to restore the structure. He stated that the
Preservation committee would be a cornerstone to these decisions.
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A voter stated concern over the Selectmen having sole authority to withdraw funds for Town
Buildings without a Town Meeting, only a Town Hearing. The voter felt it would be
beneficial to the Town to have these funds appropriated only after a Town Meeting vote
in order to have more people have an actual say in the appropriations of the funds.
An amendment was submitted to the Moderator stating:
Shall the Town create an expendable general trust fund to be known as the "Town
Buildings Trust Fund" for the purpose of repairing, maintaining and improving Town
buildings and raise and appropriate the sum often thousand dollars ($10,000.00)
for deposit in that account? The Selectmen shall have authority to withdraw funds for
emergency repairs. Major improvements or renovations shall be subject to approval
of the Town at the Town Meeting.
The amendment was defeated by voice vote.
The article was accepted as read.
3/9/99 RESULTS: YES - 188 NO - 1 10
THE ARTICLE PASSED
24. Shall the Town create a Capital Reserve Fund, to be known as the "Storage Structure Capital
Reserve Fund", for the purpose of purchasing/constructing a storage facility for non-Highway
Department equipment/vehicles, and shall the Town raise and appropriate the sum of five
thousand dollars ($5,000.00) to be placed in that fund; and authorize the Selectmen to
expend such of these funds as may be required for the purpose intended?
Note: John Cronin stated that this amendment was a result of the Recreation Committee's
concern for a storage facility for the Town mower, Haunted Hayride props, etc. It was
recognized a storage facility was needed but there was no definitive site in mind by the
Board although it should be close to the center of Town.
A voter voiced concern about tearing down the existing Town Barn as planned which can
serve as a storage facility before a new storage facility is in place
No amendments were introduced to the article and it was accepted as read.
3/9/99 RESULTS: YES - 130 NO - 164
THE ARTICLE FAILED
25. Shall the Town raise and appropriate as an operating budget, not including appropriations by
special articles, the amounts set forth on the budget posted with the warrant, for the purposes
set forth therein, totaling eight hundred eleven thousand six hundred twenty-two dollars
($81 1,622)? Should this article be defeated, the operating budget shall be seven hundred
forty-six thousand two hundred forty-one dollars ($746,241 ), exclusive of special articles,
which is the same as last year, with certain adjustments required by previous action of the
Town or by law or the governing body may hold one Special Meeting, in accordance with
RSA 40: 13 X and XVI, to take up the issue of a revised operating budget only9
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Warrant Article #25 (operating budget article) does not include warrant articles 4 through 24,
inclusive.
Note: The Board noted that in the past two years we saw significant reductions in the
overall budget and this year there is a small increase. They do hope to see increased
monies coming into the Town from the school funding.
No amendments were introduced to the article and it was accepted as read.
3/9/99 RESULTS: YES - 187 NO - 111
THE ARTICLE PASSED
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